Abstract. Let K/Q be a real quadratic field. Given an automorphic representation π for GL2/K, let As ± (π) denote the plus/minus Asai transfer of π to an automorphic representation for GL4/Q. In this paper, we construct a rigid analytic map from the universal eigenvariety of GL2/K to the universal eigenvariety of GL4/Q, which at nice classical points interpolate this Asai transfer.
Introduction
Let K be a real quadratic field. Let k ≥ 2 be an integer. Let f be a Hilbert modular form over K of weight k (i.e., of parallel weight (k, k)) and level 1. Further assume that f is an eigenform for all the Hecke operators with eigenvalues c(a, f ), where a runs over integral ideals of O K (the ring of integers in K). The standard L-function for f is constructed from c(a, f ) as a Dirichlet series over K.
In [1] , Asai introduced the following L-function which is constructed only from the Hecke eigenvalues for ideals that come from Q. This is now referred to as the Asai L-function. More specifically, the Asai L-function is defined as G(s, f ) = ζ(2s − 2k + 2)
A priori, this function converges for s in a certain right half-plane. It is known that this Lfunction has an Euler product expansion, analytic continuation to all of C and a functional equation.
Let π be the automorphic representation associated to the form f . Then the L-function G(s, f ) is (up to a shift) a certain automorphic L-function, denoted by L(s, π, As + ), associated to π. The principle of Langlands functoriality suggests, in this case, that this automorphic L-function is the standard L-function of an automorphic representation for GL 4 /Q. The details of this Asai transfer are recalled in §2. Fix a prime p that is unramified in K. The aim of this article is to construct a p-adic version of this Asai transfer.
Specifically, when p splits in K, we construct a rigid analytic map from the eigenvariety attached to GL 2 /K to the eigenvariety attached to GL 4 /Q that interpolate the classical Asai transfer on a dense subset of classical points. But when p is inert, we are only able to construct a map to an eigenvariety which can be viewed as a quotient of the the eigenvariety attached to GL 4 /Q.
Historically, the study of Langlands' functoriality in families of automorphic forms can be traced back to the work of Hida [9] , where a Λ-adic Jacquet-Langlands' transfer is constructed between families of Hilbert modular forms and of quaternionic automorphic forms. In the setting of eigenvarieties, Chenevier [7] constructed p-adic Jacquet-Langlands transfer, which at classical points interpolate the classical Jacquet-Langlands' transfer for GL 2 . Following Chenevier's method, other instances of p-adic Langlands' functoriality have been established, see [8, [11] [12] [13] [14] 18 ]. This article is organized as follows. In §2, we recall some of the basic properties of the Asai transfer. In §3, we recall the construction due to Hansen of universal eigenvarieties attached to certain connected reductive groups. In §4, we explicitly describe the eigenvarieties that are relevant to our construction of the p-adic Asai transfer map. In §5, we finally construct the p-adic Asai transfer map between eigenvarieties using a comparison theorem due to Hansen.
Notations. Throughout this article, p will denote a fixed odd integer prime, and K a real quadratic extension in which p is unramified. The ring of adeles over Q will be denoted by A = A Q . We will denote by A f and A ∞ the finite adeles and the adeles at infinity, respectively. For a set of places S of Q, we will denote by A S the adeles supported at S and by A S the adeles supported away from S. We will denote by A K = A ⊗ Q K the adeles over K. We similarly define A K,f , A K,∞ , A S K and A K,S when S is a set of places of K.
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Asai transfer
be a real quadratic field. We now recall the Langlands functorial transfer from automorphic representations for GL 2 over K to automorphic representations of GL 4 over Q that is called the Asai transfer.
2.1.
Map between L-groups. Let G 1 denote the algebraic group GL 2 over K and let
where the nontrivial element c ∈ Gal(K/Q) acts on the tuple of matrices via permutation. Let G 2 denote the algebraic group GL 4 over Q. The L-group of G 2 is given by L G 2 = GL 4 (C). Let As ± denote the following representation of L G 1 acting on C 2 ⊗ C 2 given by
We view these representations as maps between the L-groups As
The main results of [10] and [15] show that the Asai transfer is automorphic.
2.2. The Asai motive. We now recall some basic facts about Hilbert modular forms and the associated Asai motive. Let σ 1 , σ 2 : K → R denote the two embeddings of K into R. The weights of Hilbert modular forms are elements of the lattice Z[σ] := Zσ 1 + Zσ 2 . Specifically, the weight of a Hilbert modular form will correspond to a pair (n, v) with n, v ∈ Z[σ] such that n + 2v is parallel. By a parallel weight, we mean that n + 2v = mt where t = σ 1 + σ 2 and m ∈ Z. Writing n = n 1 σ 1 + n 2 σ 2 , this condition implies that the parity of n 1 and n 2 are the same. The parity assumption is necessary for the existence of Hilbert modular forms of a particular weight. Let k = n + 2t and assume further that k i ≥ 2.
Let n be an integral ideal in K. Let f be a Hilbert cusp form of weight (n, v) and level n. Suppose that f is a primitive eigenform, then the motive M attached to f is a pure simple rank 2 motive defined over K. The Hodge types of the motive at σ i are {(
If a is an integral ideal in K, let c(a, f ) denote the Hecke eigenvalue for the Hecke operator T (a). Let c f be the Hilbert modular form whose Hecke eigenvalues are given by c(a, c f ) = c(a c , f ). Let c M denote the motive associated to c f . The Hodge type of this conjugate motive at σ i will be the Hodge type at σ i • c.
The motives As
± (M ) associated to the Asai transfer will be pure simple rank 4 motives defined over Q. The Hodge types at the infinite place of Q are
Note that the weight of this motive is n 1 + n 2 + 2(v 1 + v 2 ) + 2 = 2m + 2. Note also that when n 1 = n 2 , the Asai motive has a middle (i.e., (p, p)) Hodge type and is hence not cohomological. Henceforth, we assume that n 1 > n 2 .
2.3. Weight of the Asai transfer. Let G 1 and G 2 be as above. A weight for G 1 is a tuple λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 ) where λ i ∈ Z 2 . We say that the weight λ is dominant if λ i = (a i , b i ) with a i ≥ b i . We can relate these weights to the ones discussed above by taking a i = n i + v i and b i = v i .
Let π be an automorphic representation for G 1 . Let λ be a dominant weight for G 1 . We say that π is cohomological of weight λ if
where g 1,∞ is the Lie algebra of G 1,∞ = G 1 (R) and K 1,∞ is the maximal compact modulo the centre in G 1,∞ , and L λ is the highest weight representation associated to λ. In order for λ to support cohomological automorphic representations, we require that λ be pure, i.e.,
If Π is an automorphic representation for G 2 and µ a dominant weight for G 2 , we define the notion of Π being cohomological of weight µ in a similar fashion. Similarly, for µ to support cohomological automorphic representations, we require that µ is pure, i.e., µ 1 + µ 4 = µ 2 + µ 3 .
Let π be the automorphic representation over G 1 (A) attached to the primitive eigenform f of weight (n, v). Then π ∞ = π 1 ⊗ π 2 , where π ∞ is the representation at infinity and π i are discrete series representations up to twists by powers of the determinant. The Langlands parameter of π i is given by
One calculates that the Langlands parameter of the Asai transfer is
As the exponents in the Langlands parameter are not half-integers, As(π) is not cohomological. However, if we normalize the Asai transfer to be As(π) ⊗ |det| 1/2 , then the Langlands parameter becomes
One can verify that this representation is supported in cohomology of weight µ = (µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 3 , µ 4 ) ∈ Z 4 which we now describe. The weight µ is pure (in the sense of Clozel) with purity weight w = 2m − 1 , i.e., µ 1 + µ 4 = w = µ 2 + µ 3 (here m = n 1 + 2v 1 ). We also have
We easily calculate
2.4. Local Asai transfer. In this section, we describe the local Asai transfer at almost all finite places in terms of Langlands' parameters. Let k be any local field, let W k denote the Weil group for k. Let ℓ be an integer prime that is unramified in K. We have two cases depending on whether ℓ splits or is inert in K.
First we assume that ℓ is split in K. Say, ℓ = ll c . Since
Identifying W K l with W Q ℓ and using ϕ and ϕ c , we now construct an L-parameter for (G 1 ) ℓ as
Now let Frob l , Frob l c and Frob ℓ denote the Frobenius elements associated to l, l c and ℓ respectively.
Suppose that the
then we see thatφ
Applying the Asai transfer As ± , we see that
The calculation above shows that the local Asai transfer for f at a split place ℓ = ll c is same as local Rankin-Selberg transfer for f × c f at ℓ.
Now we assume that ℓ is inert in K. Let K ℓ denote the completion of K at ℓ. This is an unramified quadratic extension of Q ℓ . In this case,
There is an extension of ϕ to an L-parameter of (G 1 ) ℓ constructed as follows. Pick any
by sending x ∈ W K ℓ to (ϕ(x), ϕ(jxj −1 )) × 1 and by sending j to (Id, ϕ(j 2 )) × c. Composingφ with As ± , we get the L-parameter for the Asai transfer.
Applying the Asai transfer map, we get
This last matrix is equivalent to
An L-parameter is called unramified if it factors through Frob Z . Thus unramified parameters are completely determined by its value on the Frobenius element. Unramified L-parameters are in bijection with unramified automorphic representations [4, Proposition 1.12.1]. Hence this calculation completely determines the Asai transfer of unramified representations at unramified places.
Remark 2.4.1. Given π = ⊗ v π v , the local Langlands correspondence gives the local Asai transfer As(π v ). If As(π) = ⊗ v As(π v ), the global Asai transfer (i.e., the automorphy of As(π)) is proved using the converse theorem. The analytic properties for certain L-functions needed to apply the converse theorem are proved using the Rankin-Selberg method (in [15] ) or the Langlands-Shahidi method (in [10] ).
Brief overview of eigenvarieties due to Hansen
In this section, we first recall the notion of eigenvariety datum and the construction of an eigenvariety from such a datum. We then recall the construction of universal eigenvariety due to Hansen for certain reductive groups G. Finally, we recall the comparison theorem that allows us to construct rigid analytic maps between eigenvarieties. Our main reference for this section will be [8] , and we adopt much of its notation.
3.1. Eigenvariety data. Let p be an odd prime. An eigenvariety datum is defined as a tuple D = (W , Z , M , T, ψ). We describe below each of the terms appearing in this definition.
The space W is a separated, reduced, relatively factorial rigid analytic space and is called the weight space. In our context, the space W will parametrize homomorphisms from the maximal torus of a reductive group G. The weight space contains as a dense subset a set of classical weights that support classical automorphic forms on G. The "overconvergent automorphic forms" M will be a coherent sheaf on Z . The sheaf is usually constructed from a suitable graded module M * of p-adic automorphic forms or a complex whose cohomology yields M * . The Hecke algebra T will be a commutative Q p -algebra equipped with an action ψ : T → End O Z (M ). The variety Z , in fact, will parametrize eigenvalues of an operator U ∈ T acting on M * or the complex whose cohomology is M * .
The following theorem gives us the eigenvariety associated to an eigenvariety datum. This follows from Buzzard's eigenvariety machine [5] .
Given an eigenvariety datum D, there exists a separated rigid analytic space X together with a finite morphism π : X → Z , a morphism w : X → W , an algebra homomorphism φ X : T → O(X ), and a coherent sheaf M † on X together with a canonical isomorphism M ∼ = π * M † compatible with the actions of T on M and M † (via ψ and φ X , respectively). The points of X lying over z ∈ Z are in bijection with the generalized eigenspaces for the action of T on M (z) (the stalk at z).
Comparison theorem.
In this section we state the comparison theorem due to Hansen (which is a generalization of a comparison theorem of Chenevier [7, Proposition 4.5] ) enabling us to construct rigid analytic maps between eigenvarieties.
Let X denote the eigenvariety associated to the datum D = (W , Z , M , T, ψ) as above. Let X red denote the nilreduction of X . We denote by X • (called the core of X ), the union of dim W -dimensional irreducible components of X red , viewed as a closed subspace of X . If X • ∼ = X , we say that the eigenvariety X is unmixed. The classical eigencurve and the Hilbert modular eigenvariety (associated to GL 2 over a totally real field) are examples of eigenvarieties that are unmixed. On the other hand, the eigenvarieties constructed for GL n for n > 2 are not unmixed.
Inside the spectral variety Z , we define a subspace
In fact, Z • is naturally a union of irreducible components of Z red . 
Moreover, assume that we are given (i) a closed immersion between the weight spaces, j :
(ii) a homomorphism between the Hecke algebras, σ :
Here the notation ss denotes the semisimplification of a module.
Then, there exists a rigid analytic map between the eigenvarieties i : X • 1 → X 2 such that the following two diagrams
3.3. Universal eigenvariety. Throughout this section, let G denote a connected reductive algebraic group over Q that is split at the prime p. Let B, N, Z and T denote a choice of a Borel subgroup, unipotent subgroup, the centre and maximal torus respectively. Let I denote the Iwahori subgroup of G(Z p ) associated to the choice of B. In this subsection, we recall the definition and basic properties of the eigenvariety associated to G.
The weight space W G associated to G is a rigid analytic space whose Q p points are given by
A Hecke pair consists of a monoid ∆ ⊂ G(A f ) and a subgroup K f ⊂ ∆ such that K f and δK f δ −1 f are commensurable for all δ ∈ ∆. We will denote by T(∆, K f ) the Q p -algebra generated by double cosets T δ = [K f δK f ] under the convolution product.
The algebra T is the eigenvariety data will be of the form
where A + p is a certain subalgebra of the Iwahori Hecke algebra T(G(Q p ), I) and the unramified Hecke algebra is a commutative algebra given by
for a finite set of primes S. In practice, K p v will be a hyperspecial maximal subgroup of G(Q v ), which ensures the commutativity of the Hecke algebra. There is a subclass of operators in A + p which are called controlling operators which play a crucial role in the construction of the eigenvariety.
We now proceed to describe the construction of the coherent sheaf M along with the action of the Hecke algebra. LetB andN respectively denote the opposite Borel and unipotent subgroup to B and N . For any s ∈ Z ≥0 , defineB s = {b ∈B(
Let Ω ⊂ W be an admissible affinoid open subset. For Ω, the tautological character induced from id ∈ W (W ) is denoted by
Let s[Ω] denote the smallest integer for which
f is analytic on each I s -cosets and
Via the map f → f |N1, we identify A s Ω with the space of s-locally analytic O(Ω) valued functions onN 1 . Hence A s Ω is endowed with a Banach O[Ω]-module structure. We have natural injective, compact transition maps A s Ω → A s+1 Ω and taking direct limit with respect to these transition maps, we define
The corresponding distribution space is defined as the continuous O(Ω)-linear dual of A Ω ,
If λ ∈ W is any point, we similarly define the modules A s λ , A λ and D λ . Fix a controlling operator U ∈ A + p . For Ω as above, there exist complexes C • (K p I, A Ω ) and C • (K p I, D Ω ) that admit an extensionŨ of the controlling operator U . We remark that the controlling operator acts as compact operator on C • (K p I, A Ω ) and C • (K p I, D Ω ). Let f Ω (X) denote the Fredholm series associated to this action on C • (K p I, A Ω ). Then these functions patch together to give Fredholm series f ∈ O(W ){{X}}. The spectral variety Z = Z G is defined as the Fredholm hypersurface Z f associated to this series.
Given an affinoid open subset Ω ⊂ W and h ∈ Q, there is exists a corresponding affinoid open subset Z Ω,h ⊂ Z . We call this slope-adapted if f Ω = f | O(Ω){{X}} has a slopge-≤ h decomposition. The slope-adapted affinoids form an admissible open cover of Z . We also know that if Ω is slope adapted for h, then C • (K p I, D Ω ) admits a slope-≤ h decomposition.
Moreover, there exists a unique complex of coherent analytic sheaves,
This sheaf comes equipped with a Hecke action, which we denote by ψ : T → End O Z (M * ). Finally, we take our coherent sheaf M in the eigenvariety data to be the graded sheaf M * .
To summarise, the eigenvariety datum given by
gives rise to the eigenvariety associated to G via Buzzard's machinery. The eigenvariety X = X (D) thus constructed is a separated rigid analytic variety along with (i) a finite morphism π : X → Z , (ii) a morphism (weight map) w : X → W , (iii) an algebra homomorphism φ X : T → O(X ), and (iv) a coherent sheaf M † on X together with a canonical isomorphism M ∼ = π * M † compatible with the action of T.
3.4.
Points on the eigenvariety and refinements. The points on the eigenvariety lying over z ∈ Z are in bijection with the generalized eigenspaces for the action of T on M (z).
Definition 3.4.1. A finite-slope eigenpacket of weight λ ∈ W (Q p ) and level K p is a algebra homomorphism φ : T → Q p such that the space
is nonzero, that is, there exists a non-zero eigenvector acting by the homomorphism φ. Here U is the controlling operator fixed earlier.
Another way to define finite-slope eigenpacket is as follows. We denote by T λ,h (K p ) the subalgebra of End k λ (H * (K p I, D λ ) ≤h ) generated by the image of T ⊗ Qp k λ . We define the algebra
Finite-slope eigenpackts of weight λ and level K p can be identified with algebra homomorphisms φ :
Given any point x ∈ X (Q p ) on the eigenvariety, we can naturally define an algebra homomorphism
called the eigenpacket parametrized by x. The points x ∈ X (Q p ) lying over a given weight λ ∈ W (Q p ) are in bijection with the finite-slope eigenpackets for G of weight λ and level K p obtained by sending x → φ x .
Before we discuss the notion of refinements, we need to make explicit the Hecke operators that we consider at p. Let Φ + denote the positive roots for the choice of the Borel subgroup B. Define the semi-group
and similarly
For the monoid ∆ = ∆ p = IT + I, we consider the Hecke operators A + p = T(∆, I). Moreover, we define the space of Atkin-Lehner operators A p ⊂ T(G(Q p ), I) as the subalgebra of the Iwahori Hecke algebra generated by U t and U −1 t , where U t = [ItI] denotes the double coset operators for t ∈ T + . Furthermore, we take our controlling operators to be of the form U t where t ∈ T ++ . See [8, §2] for further details. Now suppose that locally G is of the form GL n /Q p . Then, we take the following generators for A + p and A p . We denote by U p,i the element in A + p given by the diagonal matrix  (1, . . . , 1, p, . . . , p) where p occurs i times. We let u p,i = U −1
Let π p be an unramified irreducible representation of GL n (Q p ) defined over L. Denote by r : WD(Q p ) → GL n (L) the Weil-Deligne representation associated to π p . Here WD(Q p ) denotes the Weil-Deligne group of Q p . Let φ 1 , . . . , φ n be any ordering of eigenvalues of r(Frob p ). This ordering of eigenvalues gives rise to a character χ of A p by the formula χ(u p,i ) = p 1−i φ i . The character χ is called a refinement of π p .
There exists a vector 0 = v ∈ π I p , such that A p acts on v by χ. If π is a classical automorphic representation on G such that π p is unramified and if x ∈ X (Q p ) corresponds to π, then we obtain a refinement of π p by considering φ x | Ap . That is, each classical automorphic representation appears roughly n! times in X . Hence, we often denote classical points in the eigenvariety as a tuple (π, χ).
Control theorem.
In this section, we define the notion of arithmetic weight and the space of classical automorphic forms above such weights. We then state the control theorem due to Ash-Stevens and Urban, which relates overconvergent automorphic forms with small slopes and classical automorphic forms.
Let X * denote the integral weight lattice for G and let X * + ⊂ X * denote the subset of Bdominant weights. We call a weight λ ∈ W arithmetic if λ = λ 1 ǫ where ǫ is a finite order character of T (Z p ) and λ 1 ∈ X * . Let s[ǫ] be the smallest integer such that ǫ is trivial on T s [ǫ] . Moreover, we say λ is dominant arithmetic if λ 1 ∈ X * + . For the dominant weight λ 1 , let L λ 1 denote the highest weight representation and let f λ 1 denote the highest weight vector associated to λ 1 .
The control theorem due to Ash-Stevens [2] and Urban [17] which is a generalization of control theorem due to Stevens [16] and Chenevier [3, 6] relates the space of overconvergent automorphic forms H * (K p I, D λ ) and the classical automorphic forms H * (K p I s 1 , L λ 1 ), where I s 1 ⊂ I are the subgroups defined earlier.
Next, we note that, for g ∈ G and i ∈ I the function f λ 1 (gi) defines an element in L λ 1 ⊗ A λ and pairing it with µ ∈ D λ we obtain a map i λ : D λ → L λ 1 , which we symbolically write as
Then i λ induces a morphism
. This map is an intertwining operator for the action of the Hecke algebra T. For the definitions of the standard action of T on H * (K p I, D λ ) and the ⋆-action in weight
. Let W denote the Weyl group of the torus T . For a controlling operator U , we call h ∈ Q small slope for a dominant arithmetic weight λ = λ 1 ǫ if
where v p denotes the p-adic valuation. Recall that the Weyl group W acts on weights by the rule w · µ = (µ + ρ) w − ρ, where ρ ∈ X * ⊗ Z 1 2 Z denotes half the sum of positive roots with respect to B.
Theorem 3.5.1. [8, Theorem 3.2.5] For the controlling operator U , if h is a small slope for a dominant arithmetic weight λ = λ 1 ǫ, then there exists a natural isomorphism of Hecke modules
for all s ≥ s[ǫ].
Eigenvarieties attached to G i and an auxiliary eigenvariety
For the fixed odd prime p that is unramified in K, We take our level structure to be
, where the product runs over all the non-archimedean places of K. For any Q p affinoid algebra A, we have
Suppose that n = (n 1 , n 2 ) and v = (v 1 , v 2 ) are weights with n + 2v = mt as before. Let κ : We now describe the weight space for the group G 2 = GL 4 /Q. With our notation as before, let B 2 and T 2 denote the standard Borel and maximal torus of G 2 . Let Z 2 denote the center of G 2 and let I 2 denote the Iwahori subgroup with respect to B 2 .
We take our level structure to be K 2 = ℓ GL 4 (Z ℓ ), where the product runs over all integer primes ℓ. And the weight space W 2 is defined similarly. For any Q p affinoid algebra A, we have
4.2. Hecke algebras. Let S denote the set of primes of Q which ramify in K and letS be the set of places of K lying above primes in S. Let S p denotes the set of places in K above p.
For the group G 1 , we define our unramified Hecke algebra as the commutative algebra
Note that we are omitting Hecke operators at primes that are ramified in the quadratic extension K. At the prime p, we define a subrings A 
Suppose for the moment that p splits in K and suppose that t = (t 1 , t 2 ) ∈ T 1 (Q p ), where t 1 = diag(p a 1 , p a 2 ) and t 2 = diag(p b 1 , p b 2 ). Then t ∈ T 
). We will call an operator U t ∈ A + 1,p a controlling operator if t ∈ T ++ 1 . Finally, we define the Hecke algebra as
We also view the unramified Hecke Algebra T unr 1 as a product of local Hecke algebras as
where the local Hecke algebra
For a place l of K not inS ∪ S p , let ̟ l denote the uniformizer at l. We denote by T l and S l the double coset operators 
We now come to the group G 2 , where our definitions are similar. The unramified Hecke algebra can be written as T p,i−1 ∈ A 2,p generates the Atkin-Lehner algebra A 2,p . Finally, we take
as our choice for the controlling operator.
For i = 1, 2, from the definition of weight space W i and the Hecke algebra T i and the choice of controlling operator U p , we construct the eigenvariety X i as in Section 3.3. This is the universal eigenvariety associated to the group G i .
4.3.
The eigenvariety X . We have previously constructed the eigenvarieties X i associated to the groups G i . In this section, we construct an auxiliary eigenvariety X , which plays a role in the construction of the p-adic Asai transfer map when p is inert.
Let D 2 = (W 2 , Z 2 , M 2 , T 2 , ψ 2 ) denote the eigenvariety datum associated to the eigenvariety X 2 . In order to construct X , we only modify the Hecke algebra and keep the other objects the same as in X 2 . and X denote the associated eigenvariety.
LetT
Let π p be an automorphic representation of G 2 (Q p ). We call a characterχ ofÃ 2,p an accessible refinement of π p in X , if there exists a character χ of A 2,p , such thatχ = χ|Ã 2,p and χ is a refinement of π p appearing in X 2 .
Then applying the comparison theorem, Theorem 3.2.1, to the maps
(ii) id :T 2 ֒→ T 2 M 2 (j(z)) for every z ∈ Z cl 1 . Applying the comparison theorem, Theorem 3.2.1, we obtain our desired map.
Theorem 5.1.3 (p-adic Asai transfer: split case). There exists a rigid analytic map φ ± : X 1 → X 2 which sends the point π, {α ℘ , α c ℘ } to the point As ± (π), χ, where χ is the refinement given by χ(u p,1 ) = α p α p c , χ(u p,2 ) = p −1 α p β p c , χ(u p,3 ) = p −2 β p α p c and χ(u p,4 ) = p −3 β p β p c .
5.2.
The case where p is inert in K. Assume now that p is inert in K. In this section, using the comparison theorem Theorem 3.2.1, we construct a rigid analytic between X 1 and X , which at classical points interpolate 'Asai transfer'.
The map at the level of the weight spaces remains the same. We define a mapσ ± :T 2 → T 1 as follows. On the unramified part of the Hecke algebra, the mapsσ ± agrees with σ ± . At p, we defineσ ± onÃ + 2,p by sendingŨ
Remark 5.2.4. It remains an interesting question to determine if the map φ ± can be lifted to make the following diagram commute.
